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We obtain a positive lower bound to the spectrum ofcertain second-order elliptic 
operators H on L*(O), where 51 G tRN has a Lipschitz boundary and the coefftcients 
of H become singular as one approaches theboundary. We also find a general for- 
mula for the order of the asymptotic e genvalue distribution of H i some situations 
where the classical limit formula ofWeyl, Courant, Titchmarsh, and others i not 
applicable. 8 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
In a recent paper [7] the author used an inequality of Hardy (sometimes 
called the uncertainty principle lemma) to obtain a potential which is 
dominated asa quadratic form by the Dirichlet Laplacian H of a region 
Q c RN. This potential becomes infinite a  the boundary of Q and gives 
quantitative meaning to the idea that Dirichlet boundary conditions have a
repulsive effect. The quadratic form inequality turns out to be a key to the 
solution of anumber of different problems, namely, finding a positive lower 
bound to the bottom eigenvalue of H [7], finding the order of the 
asymptotic e genvalue distribution of H in certain cases where H has dis- 
crete spectrum although t e region Q has infinite volume [S, and references 
there], and proving intrinsic ultracontractivity together with some new 
boundary Sobolev stimates forH [9, lo]. 
In the present paper we provide a new approach tothe basic quadratic 
form inequality which is applicable to certain second-order elliptic 
operators H on 52 5 RN. Our results require D to have aLipschitz boun- 
dary, and depend upon the coefficients of H having only power 
signularities on theboundary (in rough terms). In the remainder ofthe 
paper we apply this inequality to wo of the problems entioned arlier. 
In Section 4 we find the order of magnitude ofthe asymptotic e genvalue 
distribution of H by combining the above inequality with the standard 
procedure ofDirichlet-Neumann bracketing [4,p. 4364451. Our main 
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result, Theorem 4.10, generalizes the classical limit formula of Weyl, 
Courant, Titchmarsh, and others, namely, 
tr[e-“‘1 m (2rcmN 1 [ ePH(i’,‘7)’ dNp dNq 
R RN 
as t -P 0, and is applicable in a variety of situations where the classical limit 
formula incorrectly suggests that r[eeH’] isinfinite. 
In Section 5 we illustrate the power of Theorem 4.10 by using it o derive 
the known asymptotic e genvalue distribution of some singular elliptic 
operators generalizing Tricomi operators. 
In Section 6 we modify the arguments of[7] to obtain a strictly positive 
lower bound to the spectrum ofH. As before w are able to deal with more 
singular coefficients and regions than previously. 
2. GENERALIZATIONSOF AN INEQUALITY OFHARDY 
Let a E RN be an open connected set and let he quadratic form Q on 
C;(a) be defined by
where a(x) is a continuous f nction on 0 with values inthe set of strictly 
positive real symmetric matrices (the continuity assumption on a(x) can 
easily beweakened). 
We assume that Sz is uniformly locally Lipschitz n the following precise 
sense. There xists r > 0 and a covering of 
by open subsets Oi of 52, where 
a(x)=min{Ijx-yll: y$s2}. 
This covering isuniformly locally finite inthe sense that here xists 
M< cc such that at most M of the sets Gi meet any unit cube in RN. This 
implies in particular th t
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for all xE Sz. We assume that after anisometric change of coordinates each
sZj is of the form 
!Si= {(r,~): YE ViandO<s<wi(y)} 
where Vi is a bounded open set in UP ‘. We assume that 
O<c,<oi(y)<t,<a2 
for all yE Vi, where r,, and z1 are independent of i. If we define CJ~ on Ri by 
then our Lipschitz hypothesis is made in the form 
a(x) 6a,(x) < z2g(x) (2.1) 
for all xE sZi, where z2 -C cc and z2 is independent of i. 
We reduce finding a lower bound on Q(j) to a local problem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf U(X) 3 n(x)1 for all xE 52 and Qi is defined by
then 
for all fE C:(a). 
Proof. We have 
We obtain a lower bound on Qi by a generalization due toKalf and 
Walter [13] of a classical inequality of Hardy. Reducing tothe obvious 
one-dimensional prob em we assume that 0< r0 < o < r1 < 00 and that Ais 
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a strictly positive continuous f nction on [0, w). We then seek a lower 
bound to 
i on(s) If’(s)1 * ds 0 
when f lies in the space Cz of C” functions  [0, w) which vanish in a 
neighbourhood f . There are two different cases to consider [ 133. 
LEMMA 2.2. If 
i 
w 
L(s)-’ ds < CO 
0 
and we put 
p(x) = jw A(s)-’ ds 
x 
then 
forallfEC2. 
ProojI Reducing tothe case where fis real and using the identity 
(p-- ‘Pf), = , -1/2f’ _ ;p-Wp~ 
we see that 
(2.2) 
as required. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Zf 
s oI(s)-‘ds=J- 0 
and we put 
p(x)= 1+ j; A(s)-’ ds 
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then 
for all fEC,“. 
Proof A calculation s milar to that above leads to 
s w l(f’)‘dsa -* 
for all real fand all 0< x < zo. Hence 
jow4f’)‘de -f(x)*+ jTI&p+ 
and the result now follows by integrating over0<x < ro. 
A case of special interest i  where 
l(s) = (co -sy 
for some 6 E R. Note that if H is the Dirichlet Laplacian of the unit ball in 
RN and f is a radial function then 
and the anomalous dimension N = 2 for the uncertainty principle 
corresponds to the case 6= 1, which is the border line between Lemmas 2.2 
and 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.4. We have 
jom (~--s)' IfW12 Wjow W,(s) If( ds 
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for all fE Cz , where 
w,(s)=~(l-6)2(w-s)~-2 lj” - co<6<1, 
~Xro,&)+~W-’ ( 1 
-2 
=-- 1 +log-& Xcro,o,(S)? 
(l-6)2 =- ; XCO,r&) + 4(1+ (6- l)&‘)* (@ - JY - 2X[ro,o,(4> 
if 1<6<co. 
Proof: The first two results aremere substitutions whilethe third uses 
p(x)= 1+ joX(u-s)-"ds 
=1+(w-x)-(6-1) u-(6-1) 
6-I -6-1 
<(u-x)+‘) 
6-l 
(1+(6-l)(o-x)6~1) 
d (w-xx)-(d-l) 
6-l 
(1+(6-l)&‘). (2.4) 
Another special case of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 is worth noting. This applies 
to 
l(s) = (co - sy 
for all S# 1; see (2.4). 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf p(x) defined by(2.2) or (2.3) satisfies 
P(X) d 40 -x)/4x) 
for all 0< x -c w, then 
for all fE Cz . 
We now return tothe situation described in Lemma 2.1. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that 
a(o,(y)-s)Si~~(y,s)~b(o,(y)-s)6’ 
for all X=(y,S)ESZi, whereO<a<b<co and6i66<l for all i. Then 
a(1 -6)* 
Q(f)> 4bz;M ,,.qdNx (2.5) 
for all fE C:(Q). 
Proof Corollary 2.4leads to the bound 
by (2.1). It follows by Lemma 2.1 that 
Q(f )2 
a( 1 - 6)2 
&2j,,f c,- ydNx 
2 ,Ql 
which dominates the R.H.S. of(2.6) since (52,) cover 52’. 
There are a number of similar theorems, of which we write down only 
one. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that {Qi} is a finite collection of sets, and that 
ai(wi(.Y)-s)6’<J(y, S) <bi(wi(y)-s)6t 
forallx=(y,s)EQi, hw ere 0 < ai < bi -C 00 and di # 1 for all i. Suppose also 
that b: Q --t R is a non-negative function with b( y, s) > ci> 0 if (y, s) ~l2~ 
and 0 <s < T,,. Then there xist constants c > 0 and d> 0 such that 
for all fE C,“(Q). 
Proof This is the same as before except for the need to accommodate 
the negative terms which occur in Corollary 2.4if 6, > 1. 
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We next mention a limitation of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. We say that 
kQ+(O, co) is ofdegree 6 at YE&~ if 
as x + y. The hypotheses of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 require ,Ito have degree 
which is locally constant on aa, and therefore globally constant unless 8Q
has more than one component. This restriction can beovercome inmany 
cases byapplying Corollary 2.4in a different ma ner. We describe only one 
simple example, but comment hat he idea can be extended tovertices or 
edges of a much more general character. 
We suppose that LIZ A, where 
and we suppose that aaza,n, where 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that 
foraNxEA, whereO<c,<cc,<m and6,<1foraNldidN. Then there 
exists c3> 0 such that 
for all fE C:(Q). 
Proof: Applying Corollary 2.4with s= xi we obtain 
Ji VI’ dNX 
QU-)~c‘, 7s . A I 
But 
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if xE A/2, so 
Q(f) 2 2 5,, $f dNx. 
For further remarks concerning this variation of our results see 
Note 4.11. 
3. QUADRATIC FORM BOUNDS 
We now consider Q as a quadratic form defined onthe dense linear sub- 
space CT(sZ) of R = L’(sZ, b(x) dNx), where b(x) is a strictly positive con- 
tinuous function on Sz. By contrast wi h our earlier wo k we do not require 
that 
u(x) =&b(x) 
and are interested in situations where a(x) and b(x) are mutually singular 
on the boundary of 52. 
The quadratic form Q is closable andthe domain of its closure Q is con- 
tained inthe set of f~ 2 whose gradient Vf (calculated in the weak sense) 
is locally L2 with 
o..T&NX< ,x 
y axiaxj . 
We present some cases where these two domains are qual in Section 6.
Standard theorems [S] now imply that here is a self-adjoint operator 
H>O on Y? with 
and 
Dom( Q) = Quad(H) 
(Hf,f>=Q(f) 
for all f in this domain. Moreover H has the property hat e--“’ is 
positivity preserving forall t> 0. Formally speaking 
W= -b(x)-‘;~(~‘x’f) 
1 1 J 
so b(x) determines thetime scale for the volution. 
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We now assume that we are in the situation of Theorem 2.6 or 2.7, with 
possible modifications as i dicated by Lemma 2.8. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf there xist constants c > 0 and d 2 0 such that 
Q(f) ac jD,y dNx-d b (f12dNx IO, 
for all f E C,“(Q) then the operator H on S? satisfies thequadratic form 
inequality H 2 W, where 
W(x) =Xn4X) CA(X) 
+)2W 
Proof: The fact that 
(HLf)3(Wf) 
for all fE C:(g) is just a restatement of the hypothesis. If  EQuad(H) 
then there exist fn ECF(sZ) with 11 f,, - f 11 + 0 and 
since CT(G) is a form core of H. Since W is self-adjoint its form is lower 
semi-continuous [ 51 and 
61im(Hfnn,.L> 
= (HLf>. 
It is worth mentioning that he hypothesis of Proposition 3.1 may 
sometimes beproved indirectly, rather than by trying to modify the 
methods of Section 2.This happens when H is the Dirichlet form 
associated to a Schrodinger operator as in [9, lo] and references th re. We
start with an operator K= -A + V on L*(s2, dNx) with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, where V(x) > -D for all xE Sz. If K has a ground state eigen- 
function #,, with associated eigenvalue E,, then q$ is strictly positive and
continuous n Q2, and may be normalised o that 
s R &(x)~ dNx = 1. 
If now we put b(x) =q&(x)* and define U:&’ -+ L*(Q, dNx) by 
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then U is unitary and 
H= U*(K- E&J 
is the operator associated with the Dirichlet form 
Q(f) =IQ &(x)’ IVfl 2 dNx. 
Thus 
u(x) =&b(x), 
in our standard notation. We commented in [9, lo] that he boundary 
behaviour ofb,,(x) can be quite complicated, so the results of Section 2 
cannot be applied asthey stand. However, wehave already shown in [7] 
under Lipschitz-type boundary conditions  D that 
for some c > 0, so 
HZU*(-+-E,)U 
4. DIRICHLET-NEUMANN BRACKETING 
In the last wo sections we have extended the fundamental quadratic 
form inequality of [7] to certain second-order elliptic operators. We now 
use this to find the asymptotic e genvalue distribution of these operators. 
The classical limit formula ofWeyl, Titchmarsh, and others states that 
tr[eCH’] -Z,,(t) 
as t -+ 0, where the classical partition fu ction is defined by
(4.1) 
and 
H(P, q)=Wq)-‘Ca~(q) PiPi. 
i.i 
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However, even for the Dirichlet Laplacian (4.1) isnot always valid L-8, and 
references th re], and we shall see ven stronger deviations from (4.1) for 
more general singular elliptic operators. 
The method we shall adopt for estimating tr[e-“‘1 issimilar to that of 
[8] except that we replace the use of the Golden-Thompson inequality in 
[8] by a partition of Q into cubes with Neumann boundary conditions. 
Our method is therefore a standard application of the technique of
Dirichlet-Neumann br cketing, but the intervention of the quadratic form 
inequality is crucial in order for the upper and lower bounds to be of the 
same order of magnitude. W  follow closely the philosophy of Fefferman 
and co-workers [ 111 that he partition of Q should depend upon the par- 
ticular n ture of the differential operator being considered, but we do not 
choose our partition particularly carefully, and do not get optimal con- 
stants inour main result, Theorem 4.10. On the other hand this theorem 
does yield the correct order of magnitude oftr[e-“‘1 ast + 0 for afairly 
wide variety of regions and coefficients. 
We suppose that Q is divided into similarly oriented disjoint open cubes 
C, with 
We suppose that C, has edge length Y,, and that xE C, implies 
1,1 <a(x)Gpnl, 
a, 6 b(x) GP,, 
w, G W(x), 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where W is a potential such that H> W. Our goal is to obtain upper and 
lower bounds on tr[eew’] for 0< t < co in terms of these constants, and 
then to make hypotheses on the constants which enture that he upper and 
lower bounds are of the same order of magnitude ast+ 0. The steps are all 
fairly standard. 
LEMMA ,4.1. Let H, and K, denote the self-adjoint operators on 
L2(C,, b(x) dNx) associated with the quadratic form Q subject to Dirichlet 
and Neumann boundary conditions, re pectively. Then 
C tr[e-Hn’] < tr[e-H’] d 1 e-0n”2 tr[ePKn”2] 
n n 
for allO<t<co. 
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Proof. This follows from the quadratic form inequalities 
and 
We next compare H, and K,, with the operators q and e, defined as
the Laplacians o  L*(C,, dNx) with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary con- 
ditions, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.2. If 0 < t < 00 then 
tr[e-4VfCL’ ] 6 tr[eKH”‘], 
tr[e-Kn’] 6 tr[e-&nPi’t] 
ProoJ We first note that H, d Hi on L*(C,, b(x) dNx) where HA is 
associated with the form 
QU) = Icn P, IV-I * dNx. 
Secondly H,l, isunitarily equivalent wi h the operator HEon L*( C,, dNx) 
defined by
H;=pLb-‘12~b-‘1*, 
By using the polar decomposition of (q)“*b- ‘I* we find that Hz is 
unitarily equivalent to 
Hi = p,(~)“2b--(~)1’2 
<pp,‘~. 
Therefore 
fr[eptiPnatF’r ] 6 r[e-Hir] 
= tr[e-“A’] 
< tr[eKHn’]. 
The other part of the lemma has a similar proof, 
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LEMMA 4.3. Zf 0 < t c co then 
(fjnt)-N/2yr e- ~*V,C2N~< tr[e-“ft’]. 
Zf 0 < E -C co then there exists K,< co such that 
tr[e-e’] < KetpN12y~ eQ’izr 
for allO<t<co. 
Proof By separation of variables w  obtain 
trre-+J = (f(y;lt))N 
where 
f(s)= f e-n*(~+l)‘~ 
n=O 
2; e-2”2”(2~~)~‘1/2 
by [8]. Similarly 
tr[eC4] =( g(y12t))” 
where 
g(s) = f e-x2n2s 
?I=0 
< (2nns)-l/2 f ,-.*/2s 
n= -cc 
6 (27~s)-'/~2 f emn12*. 
II==0 
Estimating g(s) separately for 0<s < 1 and 1 <S 4 co we obtain 
g(s)<K(s-“2+ 1)
< K’/N~ -l/2 e4N 
E 
which easily yields the second statement of he lemma. 
Putting the last three lemmas together yields the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. If 0 < E < CQ there exists K,> 0 such that 
twNJ2 c (4n)-N’2yf’a;N12 exp( -2n2Ny,y2pu,a;‘t) 
6 tr[epH’] 
for allO<t<oo. 
The form of the upper and lower bounds is fairly similar, butto compare 
their orders of magnitude w must replace (4.2)-(4.4) by more precise 
hypotheses. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that C, has edge length y,and that x E C, implies 
A,1 Ga(x)dc,I,l, (4.5) 
C28n~W)~h?, (4.6) 
W(x) 2c,y,21,p,1 - c4, (4.7) 
for some ci >0. Then there exist c, >0 for 5 < j < 9 such that 
c,teN12 1 t?,Nexp( -c,0;2t) < tr[eCH’] 
n 
<c,t-N’2~0~exp(-c,8;2t+c,t) (4.8
n 
foraNO<t<co, where 
en = y,l, ‘qy. 
Proof This is a matter of substituting pE = ci A,, a, = 2/3n, and E = c,/2 
into Proposition 4.4. 
Note 4.6. In the special case 
a&x)=6,b(x) 
which occurs for the Dirichlet forms of Schrodinger operators, we have 
1, = c2fin a d hence 6, = CT i12yn. 
We may rewrite (4.8) inthe form 
where 
(4.9) 
F(s) =C 0: exp( -8i2s). 
n 
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The asymptotic e genvalue distribution of H is determined by the form of 
tr[e-“‘1 ast -0, and therefore depends upon the behaviour ofF(s) as 
s + 0. The most straightforward case is ealt with by the next lemma, for 
which our methods are by no means necessary. It will be seen that in the 
situation of Note 4.6 the hypothesis of this lemma is precisely that 52 has 
finite volume. 
LEMMA 4.7. rf 
C%,N<m (4.10) 
then there xist ai> such that 
a,t-N’2<tr[eCH’] <a,tC”’ 
for all 0< t < 1. 
Prooj Under the condition (4.10) wehave 
c5t-N’2%Fexp( -%;Q,) Q tr[e-“‘1 
<c,t-N/2C%~ecq 
n 
which is of the required form. 
It is only in situations where (4.10) does not hold, but (4.9) isstill finite, 
that he advantage of our method becomes apparent. 
LEMMA 4.8. If AN < 1 and there xist a, > 0 and a2 > 0 such that 
a,n-” <%,<a,n-” 
for all 1 <n -C 00, then there xist a3 > 0 and a4 > 0 such that 
a3 t ~ ‘/” < tr [e - Ht] < a4 t - I”* 
forallO~t~1. 
Proof: Since the function 
G(x)=xNexp(-x-2t) 
is monotone increasing, we have 
f afCNA exp( -aL2n2”s) <F(s) 
?I=1 
co 
< C aFndN1 exp( -a; 2n22s) 
n=l 
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for all 0<s < co. The integral comparison test now yields 
as s + 0, where ci >0. The proof is completed by substituting these bounds 
on F(S) into (4.9). 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose that 
aln -“<8,6a,n-” 
for all nB 1, where 0< a, < a2 < co and 0 < A< co. Then 
tr[(H+ 1))p] <co 
holds if and only if 
P>NP given 1N > 1, 
p > l/21 given AN < 1. 
Proof: We use Lemma 4.7 or 4.8 in conjunction with the formula 
tr[(H+ 1)-b] =r(fi)-‘p tBpi tr[e-H’] e-‘dt. 
The following special case of Theorem 4.5 has a particularly simple for- 
mulation. 
THEOREM 4.10. Suppose that there xist constants ci> 0 for 1 Q i < 4 
such that 
cl-‘+) < a( y) d cla(x), 
CT 'b(x) 6 b(y) < c,b(x), 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
4x1 
c3 b(x) o(x)2 - c4 6 W(x) (4.13) 
whenever x, y E l2 and 
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Then there xist constants cj > 0 for 5 < j < 9 such that 
c,G(c,t) < tr[ePH’] d c,G(c,t) eC9’ 
foraNO<t<oo, where 
G(t) = tpN12 fo (b/a)“12 exp[ -at/ba2] dNx. (4.14) 
Proof: If Q = RN then c$x) = co for all xE B and the theorem becomes 
trivial. We therefore assume Sz # RN, so that a(x) is finite for all XEQ. By 
an argument similar to one in [8] we may partition Sz i to similarly orien- 
ted cubes C, with edge lengths ynand centres c, which satisfy 
&c(c,, d fiy, < $o(c,). 
If x E C, then 
Thus (4.11) and (4.12) imply (4.5) and (4.6) hold with I,-a(c,) and 
J?, N b(c,). Since xE C, implies Y,, -a(x) we also see that (4.13) implies 
(4.7). The theorem now follows bycombining (4.8) with the observation 
that xE C, implies 
t?,,-a(x) b(x)“‘/a(x)“‘. 
Note4.11. The conditions (4.11) and (4.12) prevent a(x) and b(x) 
having worse than power singularities at h  boundary aQof 8. However, 
the singularity may be different at different points of0. For example, if
Q=fin, 
i= 1 
and b(x) is defined by
b(x)= fi a,(~)“~ 
i=l 
is an obvious notation, then bsatisfies (4.12) for any li E R. As x converges 
“non-tangentially” to y E Z!, b(x) behaves like 11x - y 11’ where 
n=pi 
i&S 
and 
S= {i:yEf?Qi). 
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Similar remarks apply to (4.13); see Lemma 2.8 and the preceding dis- 
cussion. 
Note4.12. We shall see in the next section that (4.14) often has the 
form 
G(t)-ct+ 
as t --) 0; this implies 
tr[e-“‘1 --at-@. 
However, our methods are not sufficiently refined to be able to evaluate 
lim tB tr[e-“‘1 
1+0 
or even to prove that he limit exists. Results ofthis kind, for example, [ 12, 
14, 16, 17, 19, 223, so far depend upon stronger conditions on Sz than those 
made here. 
5. APPLICATIONS OF THE ABOVE BOUNDS 
In this ection we show that Theorems 4.5 and 4.10 contain a variety of 
known results concerning the asymptotic eigenvalue distributions of 
second-order elliptic operators as pecial cases. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. We take as an introductory example the Dirichlet form 
associated with aSchrodinger operator. This problem has been analyzed in 
great generality already [15, and references there] so we just reat the 
simple operator 
K= -g+ 1x1” 
on L’([w, dx), where 0< p < co; much more general cases can be treated by 
similar methods. Itis known that K has compact resolvent, a d that he 
ground state eigenfunction 4. s strictly positive, continuous, and even. We 
normalise it so that 114,11 2 = , and let E. > 0 be the ground state eigen- 
value. According toSection 3 K - E, is unitarily equivalent to a Dirichlet 
form H with 
4x)= &ydoW2, (5.1) 
b(x) = 4o(x)2. (5.2) 
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Clearly wemay choose 
W(x)= [xl”-EC). 
We define c,for n2 1 by 
c 
n 
= n’/(’ +I@) 
and define C,for all 0#n E Z by 
Cn=(Cn-IT C”) if na 1, 
= $7, if n< -1. 
For the remainder of the discussion we only refer xplicitly to the ranges 
x 2 0 and n > 1, for simplicity. We have 
(5.3) 
as n + 00. Secondly d,,(x) ismonotonically decreasing so 
Men - 1)’ 2b(x) 3h&n)2 
for all xE C,, and (4.6) issatisfied if 
is bounded as n -+ co. The classical JWKB formula yields 
and the asymptotic validity of the JWKB formula m y be verified by Har- 
nack inequalities or subharmonic comparison theorems inthis example [ 1, 
6, and references th re]. 
By virtue of(5.1) and (5.2) itremains only to prove (4.7), which reduces 
to proving that 
.x~-E~~c,c,~,~-c~ 
when 
(n- 1)‘/(l+“/2)~X~n’/“+~/2). 
This follows from (5.3). 
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We have now verified allthe hypotheses of Theorem 4.5 and deduce 
from (4.9) that 
where 
F(s) =2 f y,, exp( -y;*s). 
II=1 
Applying (5.3) and Lemma 4.8 we finally conclude that here exist a3> 0 
and a,>0 such that 
for all 0< t < 1. This formula isof course w ll known. 
We turn ext o more substantial app ication of ur abstract theorems. 
We assume that 52 is an open connected set in RN and that H is defined on
L2(Q, dNx) by 
subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions, where 
cr(x)=min{(Ix-y(l:y$SZ} 
is a bounded function on Q. Thus 
u(x) =6, a(x)b (5.5) 
and 
b(x) = 1. (5.6) 
If 6 = 1 then H is called a Tricomi operator ofthe second type [18, p. 
4333 and the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution was first found by 
Baouendi and Goulaouic [2,3] with generalizations by various other 
authors [18, p. 4721. We show that he formula in [18, p. 4721 and 
references th re for the asymptotic e genvalue distribution when 6# 1 may 
be deduced as a simple corollary of Theorem 4.10. 
By Theorem 2.6 or 2.7 the assumption (5.7) ofthe theorem below holds 
if 6# 1 and Jz has a suitable regular boundary. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that the operator H defined by (5.4) satisfies 
H > W where 
W(x)=c,a(x)6-2-c, (5.7) 
for some c, > 0. Then there xist cj > 0 for 5 < j < 9 such that 
c,G(c,t) 6 tr[eeH’] < c,G(c,t) eC9’ 
for all 0< t < co where 
G(t) = t-“’ il, .-Na/2 exp[--ad-2t] dNx. (5.8) 
Note 5.3. If 6 = 0 then H is the Dirichlet Laplacian and we recover the 
formula 
tr[eeH’] Nt-N/2s exp( -a(x) -*t) dNx 0 
of [S]. It was noted there that his integral m ybe finite for certain regions 
Q of infinite volume which are thin at intinity; for these regions the 
classical formula ofWeyl [20] for the asymptotic e genvalue distribution is 
incorrect. 
Note 5.4. It we define the classical Hamiltonian H,,on 52 xRN by 
Hcdqvp) = 4d6p2 
then the classical partition fu ction is 
ZC,(t)=(21r)PN[ j e-0(q)6p2rdNpdNq 
R RN 
= (27~-~ j-G (n/o(q)st)N’2 dNq 
= Ct-W 
s 
a(q) ~N6/2 dNq. R 
If this integral is finite w recover the classical fact [4, p. 4421 that 
tr[e-H’] and Z,(t) are of the same order of magnitude ast + 0. In fact 
one would normally expect them to be asymptotically equal. IfQ is a 
bounded region with aC” boundary this necessitates 6 < 2/N. 
We see that here is a gap between the value 6= 2/N at which Z,,(t) 
becomes infinite andthe value 6= 2 at which tr[e-“‘1 becomes infinite, 
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even for bounded regions 52with smooth boundaries. We recover the for- 
mula in [ 18, p. 4721 for the asymptotic e genvalue distribution whe
2/N< 6 < 2 by an examination of the integral (5.8). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let Sz be a bounded open connected set with a smooth 
boundary, and let H be given on L*(Q, dNx) by the Dirichlet form 
(Hf,f)=[ 4~)~lVfl*d~x n 
where 2/N < 6 < 2 and 6 # 1. Then there xist a1 > 0 and a2 > 0 such that 
alt-(N-WP~) ~tr[e~H’]~a2t-(N-1)l(*-6) 
for all 0< t < 1. 
Proof: The condition 6 # 1 ensures that (5.7) holds. We estimate (5.9) 
by decomposing 52 into suitable coordinate patches, andcomputing 
5 
E 
ewN6’* exp( -x6 ~ *s) dx 
0 
f 
E2-6s-1 
=sU -N6/2)/(2--s) Y (I-N6/2)/(2-~5-1 e-y-’ 4 
0 
-cs(‘-NWM-S) 
as s + 0. This yields a imilar bound on G(s) and hence the theorem. 
Note 5.6. Although our main result onspectral asymptotics, Theorem 
4.10, doeal with coefficients a and b and regions L?of a fairly irregular 
nature, it does not yield the sharpest results in more special situations, such 
as those of Theorem 5.5. In fact Vulis and Solomjak [22] have otained the 
precise asymptotic e genvalue distribution for perators more general than 
those of Theorem 5.5. See [21] for athorough survey. 
6. THE BOTTOM OF THE SPECTRUM 
In this ection we investigate whether 0 lies in the spectrum ofthe 
operator H on L*(s2, dNx) associated with the Dirichlet form 
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and obtain a lower bound to H when 0 4 Sp(H). These results generalise 
our results in [7] for the case 6= 0. We assume that he inradius 
Inr(0) = sup{ a(x): x E Q} 
of Sz is finite, buthave no particular concern with whether n is bounded or 
H has discrete sp ctrum. We assume throughout this ection that Sz is 
uniformly locally Lipschitz n the sense of Section 2 and that z< Inr(B), or
equivalently 52’ =Sz; this extra condition s frequently satisfied. 
THEOREM 6.1. rf 6 -C 1 then O$ Sp(H), and in fact Sp(H)s [E, co) 
where 
(6.1) 
Proof: Using (2.1) wesee that he hypothesis of Theorem 2.6 is satisfied 
with 52’=S& 6,=6, a=r,‘+, b=r:-, where 
6 + = max(b, 0), 6- =max( -6,0). 
We conclude from (2.5) that 
as quadratic forms. The theorem follows byminimising theR.H.S. as a 
function of x. 
One might guess from the form of (6.1) that it is still valid for 1< 6 < 2. 
This is actually incorrect. Our proof of this depends upon solving another 
problem, ofindependent i erest, by a method already used in [lo]. 
THEOREM 6.2. Zf S > 1 then 
Quad(H) = (f~ L*(O): j0a(~)~ 1 V’l 28x < CC } (6.2) 
where the gradient off is calculated in the weak sense. 
Proof. If we write Q for the R.H.S. of(6.2) then Q is a Hilbert space for 
the norm 
lllf 1112= Ilfll’+ jQMb IVf12dNx 
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and Quad(H) is a closed linear subspace ofQ. We therefore have only to 
show that Quad(H) is dense in Q. It is sufficient to do this for real 
functions. 
We first observe that if ~ Q and 
“L(x) = n if f(x)>4 
= -n if f(x) < --n, 
=f(x) otherwise, 
then (11 f,-~“111 --f 0, so L” n Q is dense in Q. 
Next let GE C~(W”) satisfy G(x) = 1 if IwI 6 1 and G(x) =0 if 1x1 22. 
Given feLmnQ put 
f,(x) =f(x) G(xln). 
Then 
Vf,(x) =V’(x) G(x/n) + n-If(x) VG(x/n) 
form which it is easily seen that 
Illfo-fill +o 
as n + co. We deduce that L,“,,,( W”)n Q is dense in Q. 
Let F: R + [0, l] be a C” function with F(t) = 0 if t< 1, F(t) = 1 if t> 3, 
and 0 < F’(t) < 1 for all tE R. Let f~ L,“,,,(RN) n Q have support inthe 
ball of RN with centre 0 and radius K.If we define 
f,(x) =f(x) F(nW’) 
then 
Vf,= F(d) Vf+fF'(nd)n&+%. 
Therefore 
505/60.1-9 
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The first two terms on the R.H.S. converge tozero as n -P co. Also 
0 G SF’(S) G 3X[l,&) 
for all SE [w, so we are left with estimating 
E, = 
s 
d-2 dNx 
A” 
where 
Since the covering (52,) of52 is uniformly locally finite 
{xd2,xl<K}E (j szj 
i= 1 
for some I< co, and 
E,,< i j” ,a6-2dNx 
i=l “: 
(6.3) 
where 
The fact hat each integral in (6.3) converges to zero as n + co provided 
6 > 1 is now easily deduced from (2.1). 
We have now proved that L&,, (Sz) n Q is dense in Q. The final step, 
that C,“(G) is dense in Q, depends upon a standard argument involving 
convolution with amodifier. 
Note 6.3. We believe that Theorem 6.2 is also valid in the case 6= 1, 
but the proof would have to be more delicate. 
The above theorem shows that here is no distinction between Dirichlet 
and Neumann boundary conditions for6> 1, and provides a converse to
Theorem 6.2, apart from the transition case6= 1. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If b > 1 then 0E Sp(H). 
Proof: If we put 
f,(x) = eCElx’ 
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then f, E Quad(H) for all E> 0, so 
and 
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